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We rigorously prove the convergence of appropriately scaled solutions of the 2D Hele–Shaw moving
boundary problem with surface tension in the limit of thin threads to the solution of the formally
corresponding Thin Film equation. The proof is based on scaled parabolic estimates for the nonlocal,
nonlinear evolution equations that arise from these problems.
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1. Introduction and main result
In theoretical fluid mechanics, the investigation of limit cases in which the thickness of the flow
domain is small compared to its other lengthscale(s) is a classical subject. In most situations, the
simplified equations describing these limit cases are derived formally from the original problem by
expansion with respect to the small parameter describing the ratio of the lengthscales. Although
lots of work have been devoted to the investigation of the limit equations (lubrication equations or
various so-called Thin Film equations), the question of justifying the approximation by comparing
the solutions of the original problem to those of the corresponding limit problem is less studied.
This is true in particular when a moving boundary is an essential part of the original problem.
In the case of 2D Hele–Shaw flow in a thin layer, the only rigorous limit result known to us has
been proved by Giacomelli and Otto [9]. Their approach is based on variational methods and can
even handle degenerate cases and complicated geometries. However, the existence of global smooth
solutions of the Hele–Shaw problem under consideration has to be presupposed, and the obtained
result on the closeness to some solution of the Thin Film equation is in a relatively weak sense and
technically rather complicated.
It is the aim of the present paper to provide a justification of the same limit equation using
quite different, more standard methods. Starting from a strictly positive solution of the Thin Film
equation, we prove the solvability of the corresponding moving boundary problems for large times.
If the initial shape is smooth, approximations to arbitrary order and in arbitrarily strong norms are
obtained. Moreover, our approach is straightforwardly generalizable to a multidimensional setting.
However, it is restricted to the nondegenerate case of strictly positive film thickness and to a simple
layer geometry.
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FIG. 1. The considered geometry and basic notation
More precisely, we consider 2D Hele–Shaw flow in a periodic, thin liquid domain (i.e., a thread),
symmetric about the x-axis, with surface tension as sole driving mechanism for the flow (see Fig. 1).
This problem (in the unscaled version, with surface tension coefficient normalized to 1) consists
in finding a positive function h 2 C 1.Œ0; T ; C 2.S//, S D R=Œ0; 2/, and, for each t 2 Œ0; T , a
function u defined on
˝.h/ WD f.x; y/ 2 S R j jyj < h.x/g
such that 8<:
 u D 0 in ˝.h/;
u D  .h/ on @˝.h/;
@thCru  . h0; 1/> D 0 on  C.h/;
(1.1)
where  C.h/ WD f.x; h.x// j x 2 Sg; and
.h/ WD h
00
.1C .h0/2/3=2
is the curvature of  C.h/. (Here and in the sequel, for the sake of brevity we write h instead of h.t/
or h.; t/ when no confusion seems likely. Moreover, we identify functions on S with functions on
@˝ using the pull-back along x 7! .x;˙h.x//.) Note that u represents the normalized pressure in
the Hele–Shaw cell, and, in view of Darcy’s law, the first and third equation are the incompressibility
condition and the usual kinematic free boundary condition. Moreover, a uniqueness argument shows
that u is symmetric with respect to y, i.e., u.x; y/ D u.x; y/ for all .x; y/ 2 ˝.h/; meaning that
uy D 0 on S  f0g: Thus, this setting corresponds to the case when the bottom of the Hele–Shaw
cell, which we take as being S f0g; is impermeable. We refrain from discussing further modelling
aspects and refer instead to the extensive literature on the subject, see, e.g., [4, Ch. 1]. Well-
posedness results for (1.1) (in slightly different geometric settings and various classes of functions)
have been proved in, e.g., [1, 8, 13] and in [5, 6] for non-Newtonian fluids.
To consider thin threads we introduce a scaling parameter ", 0 < " 1, and rescale by
x D Qx; y D " Qy; h D " Qh; Qu. Qx; Qy/ D u. Qx; " Qy/:
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Then Qu is defined on ˝. Qh/, and . Qh; Qu/ satisfies the "-dependent problem8<:
 "2 Qu Qx Qx   Qu Qy Qy D 0 in ˝. Qh/;
QuD  "."; Qh/ on @˝. Qh/;
@t QhCr. Qx; Qy/ Qu  .  Qh0; " 2/> D 0 on  C. Qh/;
(1.2)
where
."; Qh/ WD
Qh00
.1C "2. Qh0/2/3=2
:
Expanding Qu and " formally in power series in " we obtain
Qu D "u1 C "3u3 CO."4/;
where in particular
.u1/ Qx D   Qh000; .u3/ Qy D Qh Qh0000 on  C. Qh/:
So
@t QhC ". Qh Qh000/0 D O."2/;
and after rescaling t D " 1 Qt , suppressing tildes and neglecting higher order terms we obtain the
well-known Thin Film equation
@th0 C .h0h0000 /0 D 0 on S: (1.3)
Observe that (1.3) is a fourth order parabolic equation for positive h0 which degenerates as h0
approaches 0. For a review of the extensive literature on this and related equations we refer to [11].
In the modelling context discussed here, (1.3) is used in [2, 3] to study the breakup behavior of
Hele–Shaw threads. Note that (1.3) and its multidimensional analogue
@thC div.hrh/ D 0; (1.4)
also appear in models of ground water flow [11].
In view of the time rescaling, h0 should be an approximation to
h" WD

t 7! Qh." 1t/;
where Qh solves (1.2), i.e., h" solves (with an appropriate v and omitting tildes)8<:
 "2vxx   vyy D 0 in ˝.h"/;
v D  ."; h"/ on @˝.h"/;
@th" Crv  . h0"; " 2/> D 0 on  C.h"/.
(1.5)
(Of course, (1.5) can be obtained immediately from (1.1) by choosing the “correct” scaling u D " Qu,
t D " 1 Qt at once. That scaling, however, is in itself rather a result of the above calculations.)
Our rigorous justification of the Thin Film approximation for (1.1) will therefore consist in
showing that for any positive initial datum h (from a suitable class of functions), the common
initial condition
h0.0/ D h".0/ D h
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implies existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1.3) and (1.5) (for all sufficiently small ") on the
same time interval, and
h" ! h0 as " # 0 (1.6)
(in a suitable sense). This will be made precise in our main result Theorem 1.2 below. Observe that
this, in particular, implies that the existence time in the original timescale, i.e., for solutions of (1.2),
goes to infinity as " becomes small.
We will make use of the following preliminary, nonuniform well-posedness result for solutions
to (1.5). It is not optimal with respect to the demanded regularity but this is not our concern here.
THEOREM 1.1 Let s > 7 be an integer and h 2 H sC1.S/ a positive function. Then we have:
(i) Existence and uniqueness: Problem (1.5) with initial condition h".0/ D h has a unique
maximal solution
h" 2 C
 
Œ0; T"/;H
s.S/
 \ C 1 Œ0; T"/;H s 3.S/
for some T" D T".h/ 2 .0;1.
(ii) Analyticity: We have
Œ.x; t/ 7! h".x; t/jS.0;T"/ 2 C!
 
S  .0; T"/

:
(iii) Blowup: If T" <1 then
lim inf
t"T"
 
min
x2S
h".x; t/
 D 0 or lim sup
t"T"
kh".; t/kH s.S/ D 1:
Existence and uniqueness of the solution on some time interval Œ0;".h/ can be proved by
parabolic energy estimates and Galerkin approximations as in [13] (for a different geometry). The
arguments given there can also be used to prove (iii) by a standard continuation argument. More
precisely, for initial values h that satisfy h > ˛ > 0 and khks 6 M with any positive constants
˛ andM , the existence time ".h/ has a positive lower bound depending only on these constants.
This implies the blowup result (iii). For a proof of (ii) we refer to the framework given in [7] which
is applicable here as well. Essentially, analyticity follows from the analytic character of all occurring
nonlinearities together with the translational invariance of the problem.
We are going to state the main result now. It sharpens (1.6) as it also gives the asymptotics of
h" to arbitrary order n 2 N. This is achieved by imposing strong smoothness demands on the initial
value (or correspondingly, on h0). To avoid additional technicalities, we have not strived for optimal
regularity results.
THEOREM 1.2 Let s; n 2 N, s > 10 be given. There is an integer ˇ D ˇ.s; n/ 2 N such that for
any positive solution
h0 2 C
 
Œ0; T ;Hˇ .S/
 \ C 1 Œ0; T ;Hˇ 4.S/
of (1.3) there are "0 D "0.s; n; h0/ > 0, C D C.s; n; h0/ and functions
h1; : : : hn 1 2 C
 
Œ0; T ;H s.S/

depending on h0 only such that for all " 2 .0; "0/
(i) Problem (1.5) with initial condition h".0/ D h0.0/ has precisely one solution
h" 2 C
 
Œ0; T ;Hˇ 1.S/
 \ C 1 Œ0; T ;Hˇ 4.S/;
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(ii) h"   .h0 C "h1 C : : :C "n 1hn 1/C.Œ0;T ;H s.S// 6 C"n:
As expected, the functions h1; h2; : : : satisfy the (linear parabolic) equations arising from formal
expansion with respect to ". For details, see Lemma 4.2 below.
Both this theorem and its proof are in strong analogy to [10], where the parallel problem for
Stokes flow in a thin layer has been discussed. In this case, the limit equation, also called a Thin
Film equation, is
@thC 13 div.h3rh/ D 0: (1.7)
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. For this purpose, we first
transform (1.5) to a fixed domain and rewrite the problem as a nonlinear, nonlocal operator equation
for h". Some scaled estimates are gathered in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss estimates for our
nonlinear operators, while Section 4 provides the necessary details on the series expansions that are
used. Finally, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is completed in Section 5.
Technically, the main difficulty in comparison with the unscaled problem is the fact that the
elliptic estimates for the (scaled) Laplacian and related operators degenerate as " becomes small.
To handle this, weighted norms are introduced, and estimates in such norms have to be proved.
In particular, the coercivity estimate for the transformed and scaled Dirichlet–Neumann operator
given in Lemma 3.3 will be pivotal. On the other hand, the loss of regularity can be compensated
by higher order expansions and interpolation. Moreover, as in [10], the ellipticity of the curvature
operator is crucial. Therefore, the corresponding problems with gravity instead of surface tension
appear intractable by the approach used here.
2. Scaled trace inequalities and an extension operator
In the remainder of this paper we let  ˙ WD Sf˙1g denote the boundary components of our fixed
reference domain ˝ WD S  . 1; 1/: We write H s.˝/; H s. ˙/ for the usual L2 based Sobolev
spaces of order s 2 R;while by definitionH s.@˝/ WD H s. C/H s.  /. Functions f 2 H s. ˙/
may be represented by their Fourier series expansions
f .x;˙1/ D
X
p2Z
bf .p/eipx; x 2 S;
with bf .p/ the p th Fourier coefficient of f . Consequently, the norm of f may be defined by the
relation
kf k ˙s WD
0@X
p2Z
.1C jpj2/sjbf .p/j2
1A1=2 :
Similarly, functions w 2 H s.˝/ may be written in terms of their Fourier series
w.x; y/ D
X
p2Z
wp.y/e
ipx; .x; y/ 2 ˝;
and the norm of w is given, for s > 0, by the following expression:
kwk˝s WD
0@X
p2Z
 kwpkIs 2 C jpj2s  kwpkI02
1A1=2 ;
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where I WD . 1; 1/: Given " 2 .0; 1/ and s > 1, we introduce the following scaled norms on
H s.˝/
kwk˝s;" WD kwk˝s 1 C k@2wk˝s 1 C "kwk˝s ; w 2 H s.˝/;
which are equivalent to the standard Sobolev norm k  k˝s but, for " ! 0, degenerate to a weaker
norm. The scaling is indicated by the first equation in (1.5), and the scaled norms will enable us to
take into account the different behaviour of the partial derivatives of the function v in system (1.5)
with respect to " when " ! 0. To do this we first introduce an appropriate extension operator for
functions f 2 H s.@˝/ and reconsider some classical estimates in the weighted norms.
Given " 2 .0; 1/; we set for simplicity
r" WD .@1;"; @2;"/ WD ."@1; @2/:
LEMMA 2.1 (a) There exists a positive constant C such that for all " 2 .0; 1/ and w 2 H 1.˝/ the
following Poincare´’s inequalities are satisfied:
kwk˝0 6 Ckr"wk˝0 if wj@˝ D 0; (2.1)
kwk˝0 6 C" 1kr"wk˝0 if
Z
 C
w d D 0: (2.2)
(b) There exists a positive constant C such that the trace inequality
kwk@˝t C
p
"kwk@˝tC1=2 6 Ckwk˝tC1;" (2.3)
is satisfied by all " 2 .0; 1/, t 2 N, and w 2 H tC1.˝/.
(c) Given " 2 .0; 1/, there exists linear extension operatorsE˙ W H tC1=2. ˙/  ! H tC1.˝/ such
that .E˙f /j ˙ D f , E˙f are even with respect to y and E˙ satisfy the estimates
kE˙f k˝tC1;" 6 Ct

kf k ˙t C "1=2kf k ˙tC1=2

; (2.4)
k@2E˙f k 1=2 6 C

kf k ˙
 1=2
C "1=2kf k ˙
1=2

; (2.5)
t 2 N, f 2 H tC1=2. ˙/, with constants independent of ".
Proof. The proof of (a) is standard while that of (b) is similar to that of [10, Lemma 3.1]. To show
(c), set for f .x; 1/ DPp bf .p/eipx
ECf .x; y/ WD
X
p
wp.y/e
ipx; wp.y/ WD y2ei jpj.y2 1/bf .p/:
Then kwpkI0 6 jbf .p/j and for p ¤ 0
kwpkI0
2 D jbf .p/j2 Z 1
 1
jy4je2"jpj.y2 1/ dy 6 2jbf .p/j2 Z 1
0
ye2"jpj.y
2 1/ dy 6
jbf .p/j2
2"jpj :
Similarly, for k 2 N,
kw.k/p kI0
2
6 Ck
 
1C ."jpj/2k 1ˇˇbf .p/ˇˇ2 6 Ck 1C jpj2k 1ˇˇbf .p/ˇˇ2:
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Consequently,
kECf k˝t
2
6
X
p
h
kwpkIt
2 C jpj2tkwpkI0
2
i
6 Ckf k Ct
2
;
k@2ECf k˝tC1
2
6
X
p
h
kw0pkIt
2 C jpj2tkw0pkI0
2
i
6 C

kf k Ct
2 C "kf k C
tC1=2
2

;
"2kECf k˝tC1
2
6 "2
X
p
h
kwpkItC1
2 C jpj2tC2kwpkI0
2
i
6 C"kf k C
tC1=2
2
:
This proves (2.4). To verify (2.5), note that
k@2ECf k C 1=2
2 D
X
p
.1C jpj2/ 1=2jw0p.1/j2
and ˇˇ
w0p.1/
ˇˇ2
6 C
 
1C "2jpj2ˇˇbf .p/ˇˇ2:
This implies the result for EC, the construction for E  is analogous.
Choosing an appropriate smooth cutoff function, one can construct a linear extension operator
E W H tC1=2.@˝/  ! H tC1.˝/ such that .Ef /j@˝ D f , Ef is even with respect to the variable y
if f .; 1/ D f .; 1/, and E satisfies the estimates
kEf k˝tC1;" 6 Ct

kf k@˝t C "1=2kf k@˝tC1=2

; (2.6)
k@2Ef k@˝ 1=2 6 C

kf k@˝ 1=2 C "1=2kf k@˝1=2

; (2.7)
t 2 N, f 2 H tC1=2.@˝/, with constants independent of ".
3. Uniform estimates for the scaled and transformed Dirichlet problem
In this section we prove uniform estimates for the solution of the Dirichlet problem consisting of the
first two equations of (1.5), by using the scaled norms defined above. To this end we first transform
the problem (1.5) to the strip ˝ by using a diffeomorphism depending on the moving boundary h".
Let M be ˝ or  ˙,  > dim M=2, t 6  . We will repeatedly and without explicit mentioning
use the product estimate
kz1z2kMt 6 Ckz1kMt kz2kM ; z1 2 H t .M/; z2 2 H  .M/:
For the remainder of the paper, let s and s0 be such that s; s0 C 1=2 2 N, s0 > 7=2, s > 2s0 C 3.
(For example, s0 D 7=2 and any s > 10 is possible, cf. Theorem 1.2.) For given ˛;M > 0, define
the open subset Us WD U.s;M; ˛/ of H s.S/ by
Us WD fh 2 H s.S/ W khks < M and min
S
h > ˛g:
Moreover, define the (trivial) maps ˙ W  ˙  ! S by ˙.x;˙1/ D x.
To avoid losing regularity when transforming the problem onto the fixed reference manifold˝;
we modify [10, Lemma 4.1] to obtain the following result:
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LEMMA 3.1 (Extension of h) There exists a map
Œh 7!eh 2 L H  .S/;H C1=2.˝/;  > 3=2;
with the following properties:
(i) eh is even, ehˇˇˇ
 C
D h ı C; and @2ehˇˇˇ
 C
D 0I
(ii) If h 2 Us and ˇ 2 .0; 1/; then ˚h WD Œ.x; y/ 7 ! .x; yeh.x; y// 2 Diff2.˝;˝.h//.
In a first step we use the diffeomorphism ˚h to transform the scaled problem (1.5) into a nonlinear
and nonlocal evolution equation on S; cf. (3.3). Therefore, we note that if h" W Œ0; T"/ ! Us is a
solution of the scaled problem (1.5), then setting w WD  vı˚h" ;we find that the pair .h"; w/ solves
the problem 8ˆ<ˆ
:
 A."; h/w D 0 in ˝;
w D ."; h/ ı ˙ on  ˙;
@th D B."; h/w on S;
(3.1)
where A W .0; 1/ Us ! L
 
H s 3=2.˝/;H s 7=2.˝/

is the linear operator given by
A."; h/w WD DiDiw ;
with
D1 WD ".@1 C a1@2/, D2 WD a2@2;
and ai ; i D 1; 2 given by
a1 WD  
@1.yeh/
@2.yeh/ ; a2 WD 1@2.yeh/ :
Furthermore, we define the boundary operator B W .0; 1/Us ! L.H s 3=2.˝/;H s 3.S// by the
relation
B."; h/w.x/ WD   h0@1.w ı ˚ 1h /C " 2@2.w ı ˚ 1h /  x; h.x/
D   h0.@1w C a1@2w/C " 2a2@2w .x; 1/; x 2 S:
It is not difficult to see that B."; h/ may be also written as
B."; h/w D " 2

ai;"
a2
Diw
ˇˇˇˇ
 C
ı  1C on S;
where a1;" WD "a1 and a2;" WD a2:
Given f 2 H s 2.S/ and ."; h/ 2 .0; 1/  Us , we denote throughout this paper by w."; h/ff g
the solution w of the Dirichlet problem(
 DiDiw D 0 in ˝;
w D f ı ˙ on  ˙:
(3.2)
With this notation, Problem (3.1) is equivalent to the abstract evolution equation
@th D F ."; h/ (3.3)
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where we set
F."; h/ff g WD B."; h/w."; h/ff g; (3.4)
and the nonlinear and nonlocal operator F W .0; 1/ Us ! H s 3.S/ is given by the relation
F ."; h/ WD F."; h/f."; h/g; ."; h/ 2 .0; 1/ Us : (3.5)
It will become clear from the considerations that follow that w, F , and F depend smoothly on their
variables, i.e.,
w 2 C1

.0; 1/ Us ;L
 
H s 2.S/;H s 3=2.˝/

;
F 2 C1

.0; 1/ Us ;L
 
H s 2.S/;H s 3.S/

;
F 2 C1 .0; 1/ Us ;H s 3.S/:
(3.6)
We start by estimating w and its derivatives, and finish the section by proving estimates for the
function F: Some of the proofs rely on the following scaled version of the integration by parts
formula Z
˝
1
a2
vDiw dx D  
Z
˝
1
a2
wDiv dx C
Z
 C
ai;"
a2
vw d  
Z
  
ai;"
a2
vw d; (3.7)
which is true for all functions v;w 2 H 1.˝/:
In order to prove estimates for the solution operator w of (3.2), we begin by analysing the
solution operator corresponding to the same problem when both equations in (3.2) have a nonzero
right hand side. As a first result we have:
PROPOSITION 3.2 There exist constants "0, C depending only on Us and s0 such that for integer
t 2 Œ1; s0 C 1=2, f 2 H t 1=2.S/, fi 2 H t 1.˝/, i D 0; 1; 2, and ."; h/ 2 .0; "0/  Us the
solution of the Dirichlet problem(
 DiDiw D f0 C @i;"fi in ˝;
w D f ı ˙ on  ˙;
(3.8)
satisfies
kwk˝t;" 6 C
 
2X
iD0
kfik˝t 1 C kf kt 1 C "1=2kf kt 1=2
!
: (3.9)
Additionally,
k@2wk@˝ 1=2 6 C
 
2X
iD0
kfik˝0 C kf2k@˝ 1=2 C kf k0 C "1=2kf k1=2
!
: (3.10)
Proof. Step 1. We show (3.9) for t D 1. We will consider the case f D 0 first.
Using relation (3.7), we proceed as in [10, Lemma 3.2] and find
I WD
Z
˝
1
a2
DiwDiw dx D  
Z
˝
1
a2
wDiDiw dx D
Z
˝
1
a2
wf0 dx C
Z
˝
1
a2
w@i;"fi dx
D
Z
˝
1
a2
wf0 dx  
Z
˝
1
a2
@i;"wfi dx  
Z
˝
@i;"

1
a2

wfi dx;
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where we used integration by parts to obtain the last equality. So
I 6 C
2X
iD0
kfik˝0 kwk˝1;":
On the other hand,
I > c
Z
˝
jr"wj2 D c
 kr"wk˝0 2 ;
provided " 2 .0; "0/ and "0 is sufficiently small (with a constant c independent of "). Using
Poincare´’s inequality (2.1), the estimate follows.
If f ¤ 0, we let z WD w   ef 2 H t .˝/; where ef WD Ef . Then z D 0 on @˝ and z solves in
˝ the equation  DiDiz D Nf0 C @i;" Nfi , where
Nf0 WD f0   "@2a1D1ef   @2a2D2ef ; Nf1 D f1 CD1ef ; Nf2 D f2 C "a1D1ef C a2D2ef : (3.11)
Using (2.6) and the result for homogeneous boundary data, we conclude that (3.9) holds with t D 1.
Step 2. We show (3.10). Define
eB."; h/w WD ˙" 2 ai;"
a2
Diw on  ˙ (3.12)
and observe
@2w D ˙"2h.1C "2h02/ 1
 eB."; h/w C h0@1w on  ˙: (3.13)
We start with the case f D 0 again. Then @1w D 0 and thus it is sufficient to estimate
"2keB."; h/wk@˝
 1=2
. For this purpose, pick  2 H 3=2.@˝/ and define u 2 H 2.˝/ to be the solution
of the Dirichlet problem (
 DiDiu D 0 in ˝;
u D  on @˝:
Then, by the transformed version of Green’s second identity,
"2
Z
@˝
eB."; h/w d D Z
˝
1
a2
DiDiwu ; dx
D  
Z
˝
u
f0 C "@1f1 C @2f2
a2
dx
D
Z
˝

"@1

u
a2

f1 C @2

u
a2

f2  
uf0
a2

dx
C
Z
  
u
a2
f2d  
Z
 C
u
a2
f2 d:
Consequently, applying the result of Step 1 to u,
"2
ˇˇˇˇZ
@˝
eB."; h/w d ˇˇˇˇ 6 C  kuk˝1;" 2X
iD0
kfik˝0 C kf2k@˝ 1=2k k@˝1=2
!
6 C
 
kf2k@˝ 1=2 C
2X
iD0
kfik˝0
!
k k@˝1=2:
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This implies (3.10) for f D 0. To treat the general case, define Qf , Nfi and z as in Step 1. Then, by
the preliminary result,
k@2wk@˝ 1=2 6 k@2zk@˝ 1=2 C k@2Ef k@˝ 1=2;
k@2zk@˝ 1=2 6
P2
iD0k Nfik˝0 C k Nf2k@˝ 1=2;P2
iD0k Nfik˝0 6
P2
iD0kfik˝0 C CkEf k˝1;";
k Nf2k@˝ 1=2 6 kf2k@˝ 1=2 C C

"2kf k@˝1=2 C k@2Ef k@˝ 1=2

;
and the result follows from (2.6) and (2.7).
Step 3. We prove (3.9) by induction over t . The case t D 1 has been treated in Step 1. Assume now
(3.9) for an integer t 2 Œ1; s0   1=2. Differentiating both equations of (3.8) with respect to x we
find that @1w satisfies   DiDi@1w D Nf0 C @i;" Nfi in ˝;
@1w D f 0 ı ˙ on  ˙,
where
Nf0 D @1f0   @12ai;"Diw   @1ai;"@2ai;"@2w;
Nf1 D @1f1 C "@1a1@2w;
Nf2 D @1f2 C @1ai;"Diw C ai;"@1ai;"@2w:
Using this and the induction assumption, we conclude that
k@1wk˝t;" 6 C
 
2X
iD0
kfik˝t C kf kt C "1=2kf ktC1=2
!
: (3.14)
In order to estimate k@22wk˝t 1, we use the first equation of (3.8) and the explicit representation
A."; h/w WD "2@11wC2"2a1@12wC."2a21Ca22/@22wC."2@1a1C"2a1@2a1Ca2@2a2/@2w (3.15)
to obtain
@22w D
f0 C @i;"fi   "2@11w   2"2a1@12w   ."2@1a1 C "2a1@2a1 C a2@2a2/@2w
"2a21 C a22
;
and see that
k@22wk˝t 1 6 C
 
2X
iD0
kfik˝t C k@1wk˝t;" C kwk˝t;"
!
: (3.16)
Combining (3.14), (3.16), the induction assumptions, and the relation
kwk˝tC1;" 6 C
 kwk˝t;" C k@1wk˝t;" C k@22wk˝t 1
yields the desired estimate for kwk˝tC1;": This completes the proof.
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Using this result we can additionally show that then@2w."; h/ff g˝s0 1=2 6 C"2kf ks0C3=2: (3.17)
(Note that this involves a higher norm of f , but the constant involved in the estimate is of order "2.)
To show this, let  2 H s 2.˝/ be the extension of f given by .x; y/ D f .x/ and define
z WD w."; h/ff g   . Then (
 DiDiz D "2@11 in ˝;
z D 0 on @˝;
and by the unscaled trace inequality and .3:9/ with t D s0 C 1=2 we get
k@2wk˝s0 1=2 D k@2zk
˝
s0 1=2
6 Ckzk˝s0C1=2;" 6 C"
2k@11k˝s0 1=2
and therefore (3.17). In particular, this implies by the unscaled trace estimate@2w."; h/ff g@˝s0 1 6 C"2kf ks0C3=2: (3.18)
Next, we prove a coercivity estimate for the scaled Dirichlet–Neumann operator F."; h/;
."; h/ 2 .0; "0/  Us; which will be a key point in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Given ' 2 H 1=2.S/
and " > 0; we set
k'k1=2;" WD k'k0 C "1=2k'k1=2:
LEMMA 3.3 There exists a positive constant c such that for all ."; h/ 2 .0; "0/  Us and all
' 2 H 3=2.S/ which satisfy Z
S
' dx D 0
we have ˝
F."; h/f'gj'˛
L2.S/
> ck'k21=2;": (3.19)
Proof. Let w WD w."; h/f'g 2 H 2.˝/, recall the definition of QB."; h/w from (3.12) and observe
that due to symmetry
QB."; h/w.x; 1/ D QB."; h/w.x; 1/; x 2 S:
Using (3.7), we have˝
F."; h/f'gj'˛
L2.S/
D
Z
 C
w QB."; h/w d
D " 2
Z
 C
ai;"
a2
wDiw d
D "
 2
2
Z
 C
ai;"
a2
wDiw d  
" 2
2
Z
  
ai;"
a2
wDiw d
D "
 2
2
Z
˝
1
a2
DiwDiw dx
> c" 2
Z
˝
jr"wj2 dx D c" 2
 kr"wk˝0 2 ;
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cf. Proposition 3.2. From Poincare´’s inequality (2.2) together with (2.3) we obtain the desired
estimate.
Now we prove estimates for the Fre´chet derivatives of the solution w D w."; h/ff g of (3.2)
with respect to h. The results established in Proposition 3.2 will be used as basis for an induction
argument.
PROPOSITION 3.4 Given k 2 N, h1; : : : ; hk 2 H s.S/; and f 2 H s 2.S/, the Fre´chet derivative
w.k/ WD w.k/."; h/Œh1; : : : ; hkff g satisfies
kw.k/k˝t;" 6 Ckh1ks0 : : : khkks0kf kt 1=2 (3.20)
for all integer t 2 Œ1; s0   1=2. Additionally,
k@2w.k/k@˝ 1=2 6 Ckh1ks0 : : : khkks0kf k1=2: (3.21)
The constant C depends only on k, s0, and Us .
Proof. We prove both estimates by induction over k. For k D 0 they hold due to Proposition 3.2.
Assume now (3.20), (3.21) for all Fre´chet derivatives up to order k. Differentiating (3.2) .k C 1/
times with respect to h, yields that w.kC1/ is the solution of8ˆ<ˆ
:  DiDiw
.kC1/ D P
2SkC1
kP
lD0
Cl@
lC1
h
A."; h/Œh.1/; : : : h.lC1/w
.k l/ in ˝;
w.kC1/ D 0 on @˝;
(3.22)
where w.k l/ D w.k l/."; h/Œh.lC2/; : : : ; h.kC1/ff g and SkC1 is the set of permutations of
f1; : : : ; k C 1g.
We are going to define functions Fi in ˝ such that the right hand side in (3.22)1 can be written
as X
2SkC1
kX
lD0
Cl@
lC1
h
A."; h/Œh.1/; : : : h.lC1/w
.k l/ D F0 C @i;"Fi :
The functions Fi are sums of terms to be specified below. For this purpose, we recall (3.15) and
consider the Fre´chet derivatives of the ocurring terms separately.
(i) When differentiating "2@22w we do not obtain any term on the right hand side of the first
equation of (3.22).
(ii) The terms on the right hand side of the first equation of (3.22) which are obtained by
differentiating 2"2a1@12w may be written as follows:
"2a
.lC1/
1 @12w
.k l/ D @1;"
h
"a
.lC1/
1 @2w
.k l/
i
  @1

"2a
.lC1/
1

@2w
.k l/;
where a.lC1/1 WD a.lC1/1 .h/Œh.1/; : : : h.lC1/. The last term belongs to F0; while the one in
the square brackets belongs to F1.
(iii) When differentiating ."2a21 C a22/@22w we obtain terms of the form
."2a21Ca22/.lC1/@22w.k l/ D @2;"
h
."2a21 C a22/.lC1/@2w.k l/
i
 @2."2a21Ca22/.lC1/@2w.k l/;
where ."2a21 C a22/.lC1/ WD @lC1h ."2a21 C a22/.h/Œh.1/; : : : h.lC1/. The last term belongs to
F0 while the expression in the square brackets belongs to F2.
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(iv) All terms corresponding to ."2@1a1 C "2a1@2a2 C a2@2a2/@2w are absorbed by F0.
Summarizing, we get (
 DiDiw.kC1/ D F0 C @i;"Fi in ˝;
w.kC1/ D 0 on @˝;
(3.23)
where
Fi D
X
2SkC1
kX
lD0
˛li Œh.1/; : : : ; h.lC1/@2w
.k l/
and
˛li ŒH1; : : : ;HlC1 D
X
 02SlC1
ˇli .";eh/@li;1 eH  0.1/ : : : @li;lC1 eH  0.lC1/
with smooth functions ˇli and jl0;j j 2 f0; 1; 2g, jl1;j j; jl2;j j 2 f0; 1g. Fixing  and l , writing
˛li WD ˛li Œh.1/; : : : ; h.lC1/ and using the induction assumption we estimate
k˛li@2w.k l/k˝t 1 6 Ck˛lik˝s0 3=2k@2w
.k l/k˝t 1
6 Ckeh.1/k˝s0C1=2 : : : keh.lC1/k˝s0C1=2kw.k l/k˝t;"
6 Ckh1ks0 : : : khkC1ks0kf kt 1=2:
Thus
kFik˝t 1 6 Ckh1ks0 : : : khkC1ks0kf kt 1=2; i D 0; 1; 2; (3.24)
and (3.20) (with k replaced by k C 1) follows from (3.9).
Similarly,
k˛l2@2w.k l/k@˝ 1=2 6 Ck˛l2k@˝s0 1k@2w.k l/k@˝ 1=2 6 Ck˛l2k˝s0 1=2k@2w
.k l/k@˝ 1=2
6 Ckeh.1/k˝s0C1=2 : : : keh.lC1/k˝s0C1=2k@2w.k l/k@˝ 1=2
6 Ckh1ks0 : : : khkC1ks0kf kt 1=2:
Therefore
kF2k@˝ 1=2 6 Ckh1ks0 : : : khkC1ks0kf k1=2;
and (3.21) (with k replaced by k C 1) follows from (3.24) with t D 1 and (3.10).
We prove now an estimate similar to (3.21) which is optimal with respect to one of the
“variations” hk (say h1). The price to pay here is a stronger norm for f .
PROPOSITION 3.5 Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 we additionally have
k@2w.k/k 1=2 6 Ckh1k3=2kh2ks0 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1:
The constant C depends only on k, s0, and Us .
Proof. We show the more general estimate
kw.k/k˝1;" C k@2w.k/k 1=2 6 Ckh1k3=2kh2ks0 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1 (3.25)
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by induction over k. For k D 0 the statement is contained in Proposition 3.2. Assume now (3.25)
for all derivatives up to some order k. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 3.4, reconsider
problem (3.23) and have to show now
kFik˝0 ; kF2k@˝ 1=2 6 Ckh1k3=2kh2ks0 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1:
For this purpose, we fix  and l and estimate
k˛li@2w.k l/k˝0 ; k˛l2@2w.k l/k@˝ 1=2:
We have to distinguish two cases, depending on whether the argument h1 occurs in the first or in
the second factor.
Case 1:  1.1/ 6 l C 1. Using Proposition 3.4 with t D s0   1=2 we estimate
k˛li@2w.k l/k˝0 6 Ck˛lik˝0 k@2w.k l/k˝s0 3=2
6 Ckeh1k˝2 Y keh.j /k˝s0C1=2 kw.k l/k˝s0 1=2;"
6 Ckh1k3=2kh2ks0 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1:
The product is taken over j 2 f1; : : : ; l C 1g n f 1.1/g. Similarly,
k˛l2@2w.k l/k@˝ 1=2 6 Ck˛l2k@˝1=2k@2w.k l/k@˝s0 2
6 Ck˛l2k˝1 k@2w.k l/k˝s0 3=2
6 Ckeh1k˝2 Y keh.j /k˝s0C1=2 kw.k l/k˝s0 1=2;"
6 Ckh1k3=2kh2ks0 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1:
Case 2:  1.1/ 6 l C 1. We apply the induction assumption and estimate
k˛li@2w.k l/k˝0 6 Ck˛lik˝s0 3=2k@2w
.k l/k˝0
6 Ckeh.1/k˝s0C1=2 : : : keh.lC1/k˝s0C1=2kw.k l/k˝1;"
6 Ckh1k3=2kh2ks0 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1:
Similarly,
k˛l2@2w.k l/k@˝ 1=2 6 Ck˛l2k@˝s0 2k@2w.k l/k@˝ 1=2
6 Ck˛l2k˝s0 3=2k@2w
.k l/k@˝ 1=2
6 Ckeh.1/k˝s0C1=2 : : : keh.lC1/k˝s0C1=2kw.k l/k˝1;"
6 Ckh1k3=2kh2ks0 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1:
The proof is completed now by carrying out the summations over  and l and applying Proposition
3.2 to (3.23).
We recall (cf. (3.4))
F."; h/ff g D 1
h
." 2 C h02/ @2w."; h/ff gj C ı  1C   h0f 0:
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Applying the product rule of differentiation and product estimates as above we find from this and
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5
kF .m/."; h/Œh1; : : : hmff gk 1=2 6 C" 2kh1ks0 : : : khkks0kf k1=2; (3.26)
kF .m/."; h/Œh1; : : : hmff gk 1=2 6 C" 2kh1k3=2 : : : khkks0kf ks0 1 (3.27)
for all m 2 N; ."; h/ 2 .0; "0/  Us ; f 2 H s 2.S/, and h1; : : : hm 2 H s.S/: Additionally, using
(3.18),
kF."; h/ff gks0 1 6 Ckf ks0C3=2:
In particular, we have
kF ."; h/ks0 1 6 Ckhks0C7=2 6 C; ."; h/ 2 .0; "0/  Us : (3.28)
The constants depend only upon Us, s0, and m.
Moreover, we obtain:
LEMMA 3.6 Given h1 2 H s.S/ and f 2 H s 2.S/, we have
kF 0."; h/Œh1ff gk 1=2 6 Ckh1k3=2kf ks0C3=2: (3.29)
Proof. For brevity we write w0 WD w0."; h/ff g. Differentiating (3.2) with respect to h yields(
 DiDiw0 D f0 C @i;"fi in ˝;
w0 D 0 on @˝;
where
f0 WD"2@ha1Œh1@12w C 2 1@h."2a21 C a22/Œh1@22w;
f1 WD"@ha1Œh1@2w;
f2 WD2 1@h."2a21 C a22/Œh1@2w;
w WDw."; h/ff g:
By (3.9) and (3.17) we have
k@2w0k1=2 6kw0k˝2;" 6 C
2X
iD0
kfik˝1 6 Ckh1k3=2k@2wk˝3 6 C"2kh1k3=2kf ks0C3=2:
The result follows easily from this.
Next we give an estimate for the remainder term that occurs when curvature differences are
linearized.
LEMMA 3.7 Let " 2 .0; 1/ and h; h 2 Us \H sC3=2.S/. Then@s 1x ."; h/   ."; h/   0."; h/Œ.h   h/.s 1/
1=2
6 C.1C khksC3=2/kh   hksC1=2: (3.30)
The constant C depends only on Us .
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Proof. By the chain rule,
@s 1x ."; h/ D 0."; h/

h.s 1/
C s 1X
lD2
Cp1:::pl 
.l/."; h/Œh.p1/; : : : ; h.pl /;
with 1 6 p1 6 : : : 6 pl ; and p1 C : : : C pl D s   1: This also holds if we replace h by h. We
subtract these identities and obtain
@s 1x

."; h/   ."; h/

  0."; h/Œ.h   h/.s 1/
D

0."; h/   0."; h/

Œh
.s 1/

C
s 1X
lD2
Cp1:::pl

..l/."; h/   .l/."; h//Œh.p1/; : : : ; h.pl /
C
lX
jD1
.l/."; h/Œh.p1/; : : : ; h.pj 1/; .h   h/.pj /; h.pjC1/; : : : ; h.pl /

(3.31)
The terms on the right are estimated separately. One straightforwardly gets
k.l/."; h/Œh1; : : : ; hl k1=2 6 Ckh1k3 : : : khl 1k3khlk5=2 (3.32)
for all l 2 N, l > 1, hl 2 H 5=2.S/ and h1; : : : hl 1 2 H 3.S/. Since Us is convex, we additionally
have .l/."; h/   .l/."; h/ Œh1; : : : ; hl 
1=2
6
Z 1
0
.lC1/."; rhC .1   r/h/Œh   h; h1; : : : ; hl 
1=2
dr
6 Ckh  hk3kh1k3 : : : khl 1k3khlk5=2:
Applying these estimates to all terms in (3.31) and adding them up yields the result.
Finally, we give a parallel estimate concerning the complete operator F . Using the invariance of
our problem with respect to horizontal translations we obtain, as in [10], Eq. (6.8), the “chain rule”
@s 1x F ."; h/ D F."; h/f@s 1x ."; h/g
C
X
k>1
Cp1;:::;pkC1F
.k/."; h/Œh.p1/; : : : ; h.pk/f@pkC1x ."; h/g; (3.33)
h 2 Us sufficiently smooth. The sum is taken over all .k C 1/-tuples .p1; : : : ; pkC1/ satisfying
p1 C : : :C pkC1 D s   1 and p1; : : : ; pk > 1.
LEMMA 3.8 Additionally to Lemma 3.7, assume " 2 .0; "0/. Define
Ps."; h; h/ WD @s 1x
 
F ."; h/   F ."; h/   F."; h/˚0."; h/.h  h/.s 1/	:
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Then
kPs."; h; h/k 1=2 6 C" 2.1C khksC3=2/kh   hksC1=2: (3.34)
The constant C depends only on Us .
Proof. Observe that by density and continuity arguments, it is sufficient to show (3.34) under the
additional assumption that h and h are smooth. We infer from (3.33) thatPs."; h; h/ D EaCEbCG;
with
Ea WDF."; h/f@s 1x ."; h/g   F."; h/f@s 1x ."; h/g   F."; h/
˚
0."; h/Œ.h   h/.s 1/	;
Eb WDF 0."; h/Œh.s 1/f."; h/g   F 0."; h/Œh.s 1/f."; h/g;
and G WDPCp1;:::;pkC1Ecp1;:::;pkC1 ; where the sum is taken over all tuples satisfying additionally
1 6 pkC1 6 s   2; and Ecp1;:::;pkC1 DW Ec is given by
Ec WDF .k/."; h/h.p1/; : : : ; h.pk/f@pkC1x ."; h/g   F .k/."; h/h.p1/; : : : ; h.pk/˚@pkC1x ."; h/	:
We estimate Ea first and write Ea D Ea1 C Ea2 ; where
Ea1 WDF."; h/
˚
@s 1x
 
."; h/   ."; h/  0."; h/Œ.h   h/.s 1/	;
Ea2 WD
 
F."; h/   F."; h/˚@s 1x ."; h/	:
Invoking (3.26) (with m D 0) and Lemma 3.7, we get that
kEa1k 1=2 6C" 2k@s 1x
 
."; h/   ."; h/   0."; h/Œ.h   h/.s 1/k1=2
6C" 2.1C khksC3=2/kh   hksC1=2:
(3.35)
In order to estimate Ea2 ; we write
Ea2 D
Z 1
0
F 0."; rhC .1   r/h/Œh   h˚@s 1x ."; h/	 dr;
and using (3.26), with m D 1, yields
kEa2 k 1=2 6 " 2kh   hks0khksC3=2 6 C" 2khksC3=2kh   hks : (3.36)
Similarly, we decomposeEb D Eb1 C Eb2 C Eb3 ; where
Eb1 WD

F 0."; h/   F 0."; h/
 h
h
.s 1/
i ˚
."; h/
	
D
Z 1
0
F 00
 
"; rhC .1  r/h hh   h; h.s 1/i ˚."; h/	 dr;
Eb2 WDF 0."; h/
h
h
.s 1/
i ˚
."; h/   ."; h/	;
Eb3 WDF 0."; h/
h
h.s 1/   h.s 1/
i ˚
."; h/
	
:
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The estimate (3.27) with m D 1 andm D 2, respectively, yields
kEb1k 1=2 6 C" 2kh   hks0kh
.s 1/k3=2k."; h/ks0 6 C" 2khksC1=2kh  hks ;
kEb2k 1=2 6 C" 2kh
.s 1/k3=2k."; h/   ."; h/ks0 6 C" 2khksC1=2kh  hks ;
kEb3k 1=2 6 C" 2kh.s 1/   h
.s 1/k3=2k."; h/ks0 6 C" 2kh   hksC1=2:
To estimate G, we proceed similarly and decompose Ec D Ec1 CEc2 C Ec3 , with
Ec1 WD

F .k/."; h/   F .k/."; h/
 h
h
.p1/
; : : : ; h
.pk/
i ˚
@
pkC1
x ."; h/
	
D
Z 1
0
F .kC1/."; rhC .1   r/h/
h
h  h; h.p1/; : : : ; h.pk/
i ˚
@
pkC1
x ."; h/
	
dr;
Ec2 WDF .k/."; h/
h
h
.p1/
; : : : ; h
.pk/
i ˚
@
pkC1
x
 
."; h/   ."; h/	;
Ec3 WD
kX
iD1
F .k/."; h/
h
h
.p1/
; : : : ; h
.pi 1/
; h.pi /   h.pi /; h.piC1/; : : : ; h.pk/
i ˚
@
pkC1
x ."; h/
	
:
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. Suppose first that pkC1 > pj for all 1 6 j 6 k: Then
pkC1 6 s   2; p1; : : : ; pk 6
s   1
2
6 s   s0   2;
by the choice of s. Choosingm D k C 1, we infer from pkC1 > 1 that k C 1 6 s   1, and together
with relation (3.26) we find
kEc1k 1=2 6 C" 2kh  hks0kh
.p1/ks0 : : : kh
.pk /ks0khksC1=2 6 C" 2khksC1=2kh   hks ;
while, for m D k; the same relation implies
kEc2k 1=2 6 C" 2kh   hksC1=2;
kEc3k 1=2 6 C" 2khksC1=2kh   hks :
Case 2. Due to symmetry, we only have to consider the case when p1 > pj ; for all 1 6 j 6 k C 1:
Then
p1 6 s   2; p2; : : : ; pkC1 6
s   1
2
6 s   s0   2;
and (3.27) with m D k C 1 andm D k; respectively, yields
kEci k 1=2 6 C" 2kh   hks :
This completes the proof.
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4. Approximation by power series in "
In this section we construct operators Fk and functions t 7! h";k.t/ such that, in a sense to be made
precise below,
F ."; h/ D Fk."; h/CO."kC1/;
and h";k is an approximate solution to (3.3). Formally, the construction is by expansion with respect
to " near 0, i.e., Fk."; h/ and h";k are polynomials of order k in ". In lowest order k D 0, we will
recover the Thin Film equation (1.3). As this construction involves a loss of regularity that increases
with k, we will have to assume higher smoothness of h.
Fix k 2 N and let s1 > sC kC 15=2, with s as before. In this section, we will assume h 2 Us1
and all constants in our estimates will be independent of h.
We start with a series expansion for w."; h/ff g.
LEMMA 4.1 For p D 0; 1; : : : ; k C 2 there are operators
wŒp 2 C1

Us1 ;L
 
H s1 2.S/;H s1 2 p.˝/

such that w."; h/ff g   kC2X
pD0
"pwŒp.h/ff g
˝
sC3=2
6 C"kC3kf ks1 2:
In particular,
wŒ0.h/ff g.x; y/ D f .x/; wŒ2.h/ff g.x; y/ D f 00.x/
Z 1
y

a22.x; /
d; wŒp D 0 for p odd:
Proof. Recalling (3.15) we have A."; h/ D S0.h/C "2S2.h/ with
S0.h/ WDa22@22 C a2a2;2@2;
S2.h/ WD@211 C 2a1@212 C a21@222 C .a1;1 C a1a1;2/ @2:
(4.1)
The terms wŒp.h/ff g are determined successively from inserting the ansatz
w."; h/ff g D
kC2X
pD0
"pwŒp.h/ff g CR
into 
.S0.h/C "2S2.h//w."; h/ff g D 0 in ˝ ,
w."; h/ff g D f ı ˙ on  ˙,
and equating terms with equal powers of ". Thus we obtain(
S0.h/w
Œ0 D 0 in ˝;
wŒ0 D f ı ˙ on  ˙
(
S0.h/w
Œ1 D 0 in ˝;
wŒ1 D 0 on @˝:
and further (
S0.h/w
ŒpC2 D  S2.h/wŒp in ˝;
wŒpC2 D 0 on @˝;
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p D 0; : : : ; k. Observe that the general problem(
S0.h/u D G in ˝;
u D g ı ˙ on  ˙
(with g and G even) is solved by
u.x; y/ D g.x/  
Z 1
y
1
a2.x; /2
Z 
0
G.x; s/ ds d;
and for this solution we have
kuk˝t 6 C
 kgkt C kGk˝t  ;
t 2 ŒsC 3=2; s1  2. All statements concerning the mapping properties and the explicit form of the
wŒp follow from this. To estimate the remainder, observe that(
A."; h/R D  "kC3S2.h/wŒkC1.h/ff g   "kC4S2.h/wŒkC2.h/ff g in ˝;
R D 0 on @˝:
The estimate follows from Proposition 3.2 with s replaced by s1 and t D s C 5=2.
Recall, furthermore, that
B."; h/ D " 2BŒ0.h/C BŒ2.h/
where
B
Œ0;BŒ2 2 C1

Us1 ;L
 
H sC3=2.˝/;H s.S/

are given by
B
Œ0.h/w D h 1.@2w/j C ı  1C ; BŒ2.h/w D  h0.@1w/j C ı  1C C h 1.h0/2.@2w/j C ı  1C :
By Taylor expansion around " D 0 it is straightforward to see that there are functions
Œp 2 C1  Us1 ;H s1 2.S/ ; p D 0; : : : ; k C 2;
such that ."; h/   kC2X
pD0
"pŒp.h/

s1 2
6 C"kC3:
In particular,
Œ0.h/ D h00 and Œp D 0 for p odd:
In view of (3.4), (3.5) we define
Fk."; h/ WD
kC2X
pD0
"p 2
X
jCmClDp
B
Œj .h/wŒm.h/
˚
Œl.h/
	
;
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j 2 f0; 2g. As all terms corresponding to p D 0 and p D 1 vanish, this is indeed a polynomial in "
and
Fk 2 C1
 
Œ0; 1/ Us1 ;H s.S/

:
In particular,
F0."; h/ D Fk.0; h/ D BŒ0.h/wŒ2.h/fŒ0.h/g C BŒ2.h/wŒ0.h/fŒ0.h/g D  .hh000/0
(cf. (1.3)).
It is straightforward now to obtainF ."; h/   Fk."; h/s 6 C"kC1: (4.2)
To construct the approximation h";k we start with an arbitrary, sufficiently smooth, strictly positive
solution h0 of the Thin Film equation (1.3) and successively add higher order corrections. We
closely follow [10, Lemma 5.3] here. Fix T > 0, h 2 Us , and set for brevity
 WD k C 15=2;
s2 WD s2.k; s/ WD s C Œk=2.   4/C  C 1;
V WD
˚
H 2 C  Œ0; T ;Us \H  .S/ \ C 1 Œ0; T ;H  4.S/ ˇˇH.0/ D h	;  > s:
Let h0 2 Vs2 be a solution to (1.3). Observe that
Fk 2 C1 .Œ0; 1/  U ;H   .S// ;  2 Œs C ; s2: (4.3)
Furthermore, for t 2 Œ0; T , the linear fourth order differential operator
A WD A.t/ WD @hFk.0; h0.t// D

h 7! .hh0000 .t/C h0.t/h000/0

is elliptic, uniformly in x and t .
LEMMA 4.2 Fix h0 as above. There are positive constants "0 and C and functions h";k 2 VsC4,
" 2 Œ0; "0/, that satisfyZ
S
h";k.t/ dx D
Z
S
h0.0/ dx and
@th";k.t/   F  "; h";k.t/s 6 C"kC1; t 2 Œ0; T : (4.4)
Proof. We construct h";k by the ansatz
h";k WD h0 C "h1 C : : :C "khk;
where for p D 1; : : : ; k, hp is recursively determined from h0; : : : ; hp 1 as solution of the fourth
order linear parabolic Cauchy problem
@thp D 1pŠ d
p
d"p
.Fk."; h";k/j"D0 D Ahp CRp;
hp.0/D 0;
where Rp D Œt 7! Rp.t/ is a finite sum of terms of the form
@l"@
m
h Fk.0; h0/Œhj1 ; : : : ; hjm ; 1 6 ji 6 p   1; l C
Pm
iD1 ji D p:
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(At this point, the expression dp
d"p
.Fk."; h";k/j"D0 should be understood in the sense of formal
expansions only. It will be justified below.) Note that @l"Fk.0; h0/ D 0 for l odd, and therefore
also hp D 0 for p odd. Fix  2 .0; 1=4/. We will show by induction that
hp 2 C 
 
Œ0; T ;H p .S/
 \ C 1C Œ0; T ;H p 4.S/; p WD s2   1   p
2
.   4/:
For p D 0, this follow from our assumptions by a standard interpolation argument. Suppose now
this is true up to some even p 6 k   2. By (4.3) we find
RpC2 2 C 
 
Œ0; T ;H p  .S/

; Rp.0/ 2 H s2  .S/
and by standard results on linear parabolic equations (cf., e.g., [12, Prop. 6.1.3])
hpC2 2 C 
 
Œ0; T ;H p C4.S/
 \ C 1C Œ0; T ;H p  .S/:
Therefore, by our choice of s2,
h";k 2 C
 
Œ0; T ;H sC .S/
 \ C 1 Œ0; T ;H sC 4.S/:
If " 2 Œ0; "0/, "0 sufficiently small, this implies h";k.t/ 2 UsC , and thus, by Taylor’s theorem
applied at " D 0 to " 7! @th";k   Fk."; h";k/,@th";k   Fk."; h";k/s 6 C"kC1
Consequently, we get (4.4) from this and (4.2).
Finally, for all h 2 UsC we have
R
S
F ."; h/ dx D 0, cf. [5, Lemma 3.1] and [13, Lemma 1].
Therefore, by (4.4), R
S
@th";k dx D O."kC1/. This implies
R
S
hp dx D 0, p D 1; : : : ; k, and thus
the lemma is proved completely.
5. Proof of the main result
Let T , Us , h as in the previous section and fix T 0 2 .0; T . Let
h" 2 C
 
Œ0; T 0;Us
 \ C 1 Œ0; T 0;H s 3.S/
be a solution of (3.3) with h".0/ D h. For given, sufficiently smooth h0 solving (1.3), we denote
by h";k the function constructed in Lemma 4.2. The following energy estimates are the core of our
result.
PROPOSITION 5.1 (i) Fix k 2 N and a solution h0 2 Vs2.k/ of (1.3). There are constants C and
"0 depending on Us; k; T , and h0 such thath".t/   h";k.t/1 6 C"kC1; " 2 .0; "0/; t 2 Œ0; T 0: (5.1)
(ii) Fix n 2 N. There is a ˇ D ˇ.s; n/ 2 N such that for any solution h0 2 Vˇ to (1.3) there are
constants C and "0 depending on Us ; n; T , and h0 such thath".t/   h";n 1.t/s 6 C"n; " 2 .0; "0/; t 2 Œ0; T 0: (5.2)
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Proof. (i) Let "0 be small enough to ensure that h";k.t/ 2 Us , " 2 Œ0; "0/, t 2 Œ0; T .
We introduce the differences
d.t/ WD h".t/   h";k.t/ and ı.t/ WD 
 
"; h".t/
    "; h";k.t/:
We obviously have
ı.t/ D
Z 1
0
0
 
"; h".t/   .1   /h";k.t/

d.t/

d; t 2 Œ0; T 0; (5.3)
and since
0."; h/Œd  D

d 0
.1C "2h02/3=2
0
;
we obtain that there exist positive constants c1;2 D c1;2.Us/ such that
c1kdk 6 kık 2 6 c2kdk ;  2 Œ1; 2: (5.4)
(Here and in the sequel, we will omit the argument t if no confusion is likely.) In the same spirit,
for h; Nh 2 Us , we introduce the bilinear form B."; h; Nh/ W H 1.S/ H 1.S/! R by
B."; h; Nh/.e; f / WD
Z 1
0
Z
S
e0f 0
.1C "2.h0 C .1   / Nh0/2/3=2 d d:
Observe that there are positive constants c1;2 D c1;2.Us/ such that
c1kdk21 6 B."; h; Nh/.d; d/ 6 c2kdk21 (5.5)
as d.t/ has zero average over S.
From (5.3) and (3.28) we find, via integration by parts,
 h@td j ıiL2.S/ D B."; h"; h";k/.d; @td/
D 1
2

.@t
 
B."; h"; h";k/.d; d/

  @hB."; h"; h";k/.d; d/@th"   @ NhB."; h"; h";k/.d; d/@th";k

>
1
2
@t
 
B."; h"; h";k/.d; d/
  Ckdk21: (5.6)
Furthermore, from (3.3) and (4.4) we have
@td.t/ DF
 
"; h".t/
˚

 
"; h".t/
	   F  "; h";k.t/˚ "; h";k.t/	CR.t/
DF  "; h".t/˚ı.t/	C eR.t/CR.t/; (5.7)
where
max
Œ0;T 
kR.t/ks 6 C"kC1 (5.8)
and eR WD Z 1
0
F 0
 
"; h";k C .1   /h"

Œd 
˚
."; h";k/
	
d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By Lemma 3.6 and (5.4),
keRk1=2 6 Ckdk3=2k."; h";k/ks0C3=2 6 Ckık 1=2; " 2 .0; "0/; t 2 Œ0; T 0: (5.9)
Multiplying (5.7) by  ı and applying (3.19), (5.8), (5.9), and an interpolation inequality we get
 h@td j ıiL2.S/ 6  ckık21=2;" C Ckık2 1=2 C C"kC1kık 1
6  ckık20 C
 
ckık20 C Ckık2 1
C C  "2kC2 C kık2 1
6 C
 kık2 1 C "2kC2:
Together with (5.6), this shows that
d
dt
B."; h"; h";k/.d; d/ 6 C."
2kC2 C B "; h"; h";k/.d; d/
for all " 2 .0; "0/, t 2 Œ0; T 0: Taking into consideration that d.0/ D 0; we find by Gronwall’s
inequality that
c1kdk21 6 B."; h"; h";k/.d; d/ 6 C.T /"2kC2;
which proves (5.1).
(ii) Set k WD n C 5s   1 and ˇ WD s2.k/. Let "0 be small enough to ensure that h";k.t/ 2 Us ,
" 2 Œ0; "0/, t 2 Œ0; T .
Instead of (5.2) we are going to prove the equivalent estimate
kh".t/   h";k.t/ks 6 C"n; " 2 .0; "0/; t 2 Œ0; T 0: (5.10)
Let ıs 1 WD 0."; h"/Œd .s 1/. Then, in analogy to (5.6),
 h@td .s 1/ j ıs 1iL2.S/ > 12@t
 
B."; h"/.d
.s 1/; d .s 1//
   Ckdk2s ; (5.11)
where B."; h"/ WD B."; h"; h"/.
On the other hand, differentiating the relation
@td D F ."; h"/   F ."; h";k/CR
.s   1/ times with respect to x we get (cf. Lemma 3.8)
@td
.s 1/ D  F."; h"/Œıs 1C Ps."; h"; h";k/CR.s 1/:
Recalling (3.19), (3.34), (5.4), and (5.8) we obtain from this by Young’s inequality
 h@td .s 1/ j ıs 1iL2.S/ 6  ckıs 1k21=2;" C C" 2kdksC1=2kıs 1k1=2 C C"kC1kıs 1k 1
6  ckıs 1k20 C C" 5kdk2sC1=2 C C"2kC2 C kıs 1k2 1
6  ckdk2sC1 C C" 5kdk2sC1=2 C C"2kC2:
Consequently, by (5.11), (5.1), and an interpolation inequality,
@tB."; h"/.d
.s 1/; d .s 1// 6  cjdk2sC1 C C" 5kdk2 1=ssC1 kdk1=s1 C C"2kC2
6 C." 10skdk21 C "2kC2/ 6 C"2kC2 10s 6 C"2n:
Integrating over t and using (5.5), we obtain (5.10).
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Choose k and ˇ D ˇ.s; n/ as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 (ii), let
h WD h0.0/ and let ˛ and M be such that h0.Œ0; T /  Us . By compactness, we have
 WD dist.@Us ; h0.Œ0; T // > 0. Let "0 be small enough to ensure that h";k.Œ0; T /  Us ,
dist
 
@Us ; h";n 1.Œ0; T /

> =2; " 2 Œ0; "0/; (5.12)
and C"n0 < =4, where C is the constant from (5.2).
Let " 2 .0; "0/ and let
h" 2 C
 
Œ0; T"/;H
ˇ 1.S/
 \ C 1 Œ0; T"/;Hˇ 4.S/
be a maximal solution to (3.3) with h".0/ D h. In view of Proposition 5.1 (ii), it remains to
show that T" > T . Assume T" 6 T . The blowup result in Theorem 1.1 (iii) implies that there is a
T 0 2 .0; T / such that h".Œ0; T 0/  Us but dist.@Us ; h.T 0// < =4: In view of (5.2) and (5.12),
this is a contradiction to our choice of "0.
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